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Set in an imaginary eu city, the The Passion Artist eagerness Artist takes us into the dream-like
inside international of Konrad Vost, a middle-aged widower grieving for his useless wife,
dedicated to The Passion Artist his schoolgirl daughter, and passionate about the reminiscence
and the destiny of his mother, who's an inmate within the city’s prison. whilst The Passion Artist
Vost discovers The Passion Artist that his daughter has turn into a prostitute, and that the ladies

prisoners are in revolt, he embarks on a good looking sequence of violent and erotic
encounters, exploring the moving stability of strength among the sexes, and the boundaries of
human perversity.
I learn this while i used to be interpreting Nabokov's Bend Sinister. So i used The Passion Artist
to be studying a special method to learn with books on the related time. either have an strange
major personality who's a widower with a child. the mummy of 1 is dead; the mummy of the
opposite is imprisoned within the town. either are filled with unusual sentences The Passion
Artist that truly suggest anything for those who learn them twice, and either have plenty of very
simple philosophy approximately life. and particularly approximately death. approximately
memory. "...in the storehouse of reminiscence every thing is retained. All perception, all psychic
life, every thing remembered, every thing dreamt, every little thing thought, the entire items and
the entire residue whatever of the mental procedure are retain, all the way down to the final
drop, the lst invisible hair, in the storehouse of memory. not anything is lost, not anything
discarded. each image, sensation, concept, has its personal invisible track. . . ." p. forty three
(Harper Colophon paperback version TPA.) "“Naturally, the script of sunlight hours
reminiscence is much extra refined in regard to authentic details, when you consider that a great
deal of slicing and trimming and standard recombination should be performed by means of the
dream manufacturers (of whom there tend to be several, in general illiterate and middle-class
and pressed through time); yet a exhibit is often a show, and the embarrassing go back to
one’s former lifestyles (with the off-stage passing of years translated when it comes to
forgetfulness, truancy, inefficiency) is by some means greater enacted by way of a well-liked
dream than by way of the scholarly precision of memory. “But is it fairly as crude as all that? . .
.” p. fifty seven (Bend Sinister) i love to think like i am studying anything while I learn fiction, that
i am getting whatever to imagine about.
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